Band To Get New
Uniforms Next Fall
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New Television Series Prof.Sotzin’s
To Discuss Operas Daughter
Files Suit

fir.t in, a !ieri, of tele% is’
programs(originating in the
.nialios of the ’nisi instructional TV center will he shown cover
sVIN, channel II, Saturday at 2:30 p.m.
This program, called "Perspective," is being produced
through the combined efforts of the Speech anal Drama, Art and
Music departments as a part of their occupational curriculum.
it %ill iii olle a discussion of the ’musical and dramatic
values of operas, particularly "Lap
Puheme." Dr. Jack Neeson, director of "La Boheme" when is was
presented here last month, will exchange views with Ross Bergantz,
who was assistant conductor.
Several arias from the student
production will be given by the
original members of the cast.
John Gomez, as Rodolpho, will
sing "How Cold Your Tiny Hand
is;" Glenda Parker will sing "My
By GERALD NACHMAN
Name Is Mimi:" Yvonne Tomasena
Drama Editor
will present the famous "Musetta’s
Alpha Phi sorority swept first
Waltz" (nom Act II; Bob Donalson, place last night at the annual AWS
as Colline, will sing ’The Overcoat March Mekslies show with a series
Song" from Act IV; and Manuel of eight gently sung south sea isPatterakis will appear with Go- land songs with a distinct Hawaiian
mez. Miss Parker and Miss Toma- flavor, titled "The Magic Island
sena in the quartet from Act III. Bali H’al."
STUDENT STAFFED
Runners-up were Chi Omega,
The entire production is staffed second, and Delta Gamma, in third
by students. This and succeeding place.
Dressed in tangerine-orange
programs in the series are being
presented on closed circuit tele- skirts with white carnations, the
Usion as well as over KNTV in an second largest group in the all effort to learn how classroom tele- women’s show, Alpha Phi sang the
ision can aid the teacher. They following numbers: "The Magic
are designed for specific teaching Island," "Sweet Leilani," "My Litareas as well as general public tle Island," "Mangos," "War
Chant,"the most popular number
interest.
The second television program in "Ke Kail Nei Au," "My Isle of
the series, "Mood in Song and Golden Dreams" and "Ball Kai."
Obviously well-rehearsed and
Story," will be shown Sunday at
smoothly coordinated, the nearly
11:30 am.
Produced "to demonstrate that 30 women, led by Jo Blander,
the selection of both words and presented their spirited numbers
’th excellent arrangements.
music can play an important part
Chi Omega’s program finale
in creating a mood," the half hour
program will feature Dr. Cour- number, "Going West," included
taney Brooks, associate professor western songs sung in cowgirl outfits; they were led by Barbara
of speech.
Johnson.
The 1960 edition of March Melodies had an unusually high overall touch of quality to it, and all
six groups were well -received.
Third place Delta Gamma, led

Alpha Phis
Sing to First
In ’Melodies’

Inc. Lomax To Address
Business Dinner
In Cafeteria Tonight (i
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Pi Omega Pi and the Business
Education department will cosponsor the annual Business Education dinner tonight at 6:30 at
the cafeteria.
Dr. Paul S. Lomax, past head of
the Department of Business Education at New York university,
sill speak on "Building a Professional Career on Business Educelion"
II,rt Prince, Pi Omega Pi presi
dot, will give the welcoming address and 1)1.. Edwin A. Swanson,
head of the Business Education dePartment, will give the informal I
introductions.
.

bt reeLninudmabeiNsTaihnisatedsptiripturaesl vein,
’The Plea, The Advise, The An"
Also included in the choral show,
which sang to a typically overflow.
Mg Morris Dailey auditorium
crowd of mostly Greeks, were Phi
Mu, Kappa Alpha Theta and Wen.
dy Glen.
Intermission entertainment was
provided by The Wayfarers, a lo.
cal folk singing trio.
A skit was pr es e nt ed by
Black Masque, senior women’s hofloral)’ group.
Mistresses of ceremonies were
Sue Evers and Jan Nelson. Assistant Dean of Students Janet Douglas presented the rowel als.

We Need Your Blood

The daughter of the late Dr.
Heber A. Sotzin, once head of the
Industrial Arts department, filed
suit Monday against her stepmother and the state employees’ retirement system in an attempt to collect retirement benefits she claims
are due her.
Mrs. Elizabeth Miller of San
Francisco, daughter of Dr. Sotzin
by a former marriage, claimed the
state board has refused to acknowledge her claim to "more than
$19,000" she says her father had
paid into the fund, before his death.
Dr. Sotzin, who took his own life
Jan. 6, had been head of the Department of Industrial Arts at SJS
and was a national figure in his
field. A widower, the professor
married Mrs. Amy Evelyn Burr in
1958.
Mrs. Miller asserts she has prior
claim to the funds, charging her
father named her beneficiary in
May, 1958. She claims the board
does not intend to honor her claim,
but will release the funds to Mrs.
Sotzin.
Contributions to the retirement
fund are made by all state employees after six months service
with the state. The payroll deductions are from 7 to 11 per cent of
gross income, depending upon the
age of the employee at the time
he was enrolled in the retirement
system.

Flicks Changed
"Young Lions" will be shown
tomorrow night as the senior
class Friday flack, because of
film damage to "Three Faces of
Eve," originally scheduled.
The film will begin at 7:30
p.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium. Admission is 23 cents.
If the damage can be corrected, "Three Faces of Eve," starring Joanne Woodward, David
Wayne and Lee J. Cobb, will be
shown April 22 to replace
"Young Lions."

In Book Talk

weed Covers
White’s Work

Breezy Nights Ahead

Legislators
Trim More
Flom Ed Plan

WHERE’S OUR 000R7Members of Theta Xi fraternity (14),
Leighs Church, Phil Berry and Mike Love, look for clues as to the
whereabouts of their front door which -disappeared early Wednesday morning. Berry, president of the fraternity, believes that
the door taking was a good prank. The curtain is to keep out most
of the cold air.

’Pranksters’ Run Off
With 11th St. Door
By DAVE GLUBETICII
Someone took home a "door
prize" from the Theta Xi fraternity house early Wednesday morning, although none were offered.
Before Wednesday morning
breakfast, Clark Smith, in search
of a draft which had kept him
awake most of the night, discovered that the fraternity’s 9 by 6
front door was missing. No tracks
were left and only the door’s
hinges remained.
HARD TO REPLACE
"Doors of this size are hard to
replace," said Warren Leenerts,
house manager, after he caught
hold of his emotions. "It looks like
a work detail will be coming up,"
he added.
Theta Xi president, Phil Berry,
stated that he thought it was a
clever prank. "There seem to be
quite a few termites around campus," he said, looking at the huge
hole left in the front of the house.
According to Berry, no immediate plans have been made to replace the door. He pointed out that
Nit’s door was taken two

A review of reviewers’ reviews
was given by Dr. Frederic Weed,
associate professor of political science, at yesterday’s book talk on
Andi.ew D. White’s "A History of
the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom."
Dr. Weed, stating his reasons
for reviewing the book, said that I
"it is a good symbol of the effects
f
oom
book
theD
and thate
Darwinism,"
is a "work of a different climate of
opinion, which I feel will be refreshing to my colleagues and our
The SJS Young Democrats nomstudents."
inating committee will make recNext week’s book talk will be
ommendations and plans for nomgiven by Dr. Jack E. Fink, associination of officers and will be inate professor of English, on "The
troduced to the membership toWaist High Culture," by Thomas
night at 8:15 in Spartan cafeteria
Griffith.J.M.R.
snack bar, according to John
Kershner, director of publicity.
The nominating committee’s recommendations will not be acted
upon, however, until the next
meeting. Kershner said.
Kershner disclosed that a new
Two representatives of the Fairchild Semiconductor corp. in the speaking program will also be an bay area will talk on the use of flounced. Topics of the first two
transistors at tonight’s meeting of lectures will be, "A Practical Pothe American Institute of Elec. litico Looks at Political Science,"
trical Engineers and the Institute and "A Political Scientist Looks
at Politics"
of Radio Engineers in E118 at 8.
Ray Kikoshima, computer circuit group supervisor of Fairchild,
will discuss ’Transistors in Digital
Computers," and Paul Benetau,
communications group supervisor,
will talk on "Application of Transistors in Communications." A
Two officers of the Young Removie on transistor production will publicans club will speak on "The
also be shown.
Republican Organization in CaliPreceding the meeting, a dinner fornia" at the group’s meeting tofor club members will be held in night in T1I21 at 7:30.
the cafeteria at 6:45. The student
Speakers are Jean Peterson, vice
body is invited to attend the regu- president, and Elizabeth Stone,
lar meeting, Richard Brownlie, secretary. Students are invited to
publicity chairman of the groups, attend, announced club president
said.
Ray Blockie yesterday.
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Transistors Topic
For Engineer Club
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Officers To Talk
To Young GOPs

r
BLOOD WANTEDThe spring semester blood drive begins today at 10 a.m.
and Karen Kralovansky, drive chairman; Dianne
Fammdtre, CSC chairman; and Alice Irmerian display the sign
that will guide the way at Morris Dailey auditorium. Miss Kralovansky urged all students as well as faculty members to donate
to the drive sponsored by the community service committee and
the Air Force ROTC. The drive ends at 3:30 p.m.

NO. 94

San Jose State’s marching band
will parade onto the football field
next fall in brand new uniforms.
Student Council passed a motion
to replace the 11 -year-old uniforms the band uses now.
The expenditure was estimated
by Band Director Roger Muzzy,

weeks aD, ha that it was later
found lying in the front yard.
PLEDGES ACCUSED
Those first to be accused of
carrying off the door were the
new pledges, who carried a Volkswagen onto the front porch Monday night. But pledge trainer Jack
Wise did not think that the pledges
would be active that late at night.
Wise admitted, though, that the
fraternity encourages pledges to
play practical jokes on the activel
members. "This eliminates many
things that could lead into injury
or other trouble," he explained.

colleges lost a major at tle
In their war to pass the amendment for the master plan for higher education when the senate education committee Tuesday killed
chances for the state college governing board.
The proposed board would have
established a state college board
similar to the Board of Regents of
the University of California.
SJS Vice Pres. William J. Dusel
said the independent board was one
of the major points in the plan the
state colleges were pulling for.
Another important goal of the
state colleges, Vice Pres. Dusel
continued, was the restriction on
state college enrollment -- to the
top third of California high school
graduates. It also has been eliminated from the amendment.
The original master plan was the
result of a full year of study by )
a liaison committee of the state
legislature.
The original plan requested autonomy for the state college governing board, including financial
independence of the state legislature.
Early suggested revisions of the
plan only would have set finances
within the legislature’s power. Finally, however, the committee dissolved the board altogether.

It’s a Coincidence
Says SJS ’Shirley’
"My name Is Mrs. Shirley Dick
and I did not charge $36,000 In
this area," emphasized the young
lady who bears the same name
as another Mrs. Shirley Dick,
Who presumably ran up charge
account totals of $36,249, in and
around Santa Clara county.
Mrs. Dickthe innocent one
is a junior at SJS and she wants
It clearly evident she wouldn’t
even think of charging that
much.

world wire

assistant professor of music, at
approximately $11,000. The council authorized Mr. Muzzy to contact high schools on the possible
sale of old uniforms. Council approval will be necessary for the
final sale.
The band uniform committee,
headed by Corky Lobdell, will request sample uniforms and bids
to be presented by several uniform companies. A basic color of
blue was chosen with either gold
or silver trim.
Vice President William Dusel,
subbing for President John T.
Wahlquist, who was ill, and Dr.
James W. Thornton presented the
background and legislative history of the master plan for higher
education in California.
Latest word on the success of
the plan, Dr. Dusel said, was that
an amendment passed the senate
sub-committee yesterday creating
a board of trustees for state colleges similar in organization (but
not in power) of the Board of Regents of the University of California.
The council gained two new
members when Doyle Norman and
Gail Southern were interviewed
and appointed by the group to the
senior and sophomore representative posts, respectively.

Summer Slips
Now Available
Beginning Monday, on -campus
students may obtain applications
for registration permits for the
1960 summer sessions, Joe H. West,
dean of educational services and
summer sessions, announced. The
applications may he picked up in
the Summer Sessions office, Adm144.
Students filling out and returning the applications will be assigned registration hours, Dean
West said. He emphasized that the
applications should be returned
directly to his office and not sent
by mail.
Copies of class schedules will be
available at the office. Summer
session bulletins are not ready for
distrroution but most regular students will not need the bulletin in
filling out the application. Registration permits will be mailed
early in June.
"The many inquiries we have
had thus far indicate that San Jose
State College will have a very good
enrollment for the 1960 summer
sessions." Doan West commented.

Bill To Double
State Scholarships
Awaits Approval

VIOLENCE MARKS RHEE VICTORY
SEOUL. Korea a UPI I - Pres. Syngman Rhee and his hand-picked
A bill to double the number of
vice presidential running mate scored overwhelming victories in elec.
tion.s marred by anti -government rioting and opposition charges of , state scholarships between now
fraud. returns slumed yesterday. The worst outbreak of violence came and the 1964-65 school year awaits
In the southern Korean city of Masan. The government said three perapproval from the assembly ways
SOW{ were killed anal 44 injured in 11 hours of fighting between antiRhee rioters and police. Unofficial reports placed the death toll as , and means committee in Sacramento today.
high as 20.
The bill, tied in with the pro’NIXON NEXTIKE
WASHINGTON (UPI a -President Eisenhower yesterday aban- posed master plan for California
doned all pretense of neutrality and made it clear that Vice President education, won swift approval at
Richard M. Nixon is his personal choice for the 1960 Republican presi- the assembly education committee
dential nomination. The President also said he would do anything he Monday. The bill. sponsored by Assemblywoman Dorothy Donohoe
could to help the Republican ticket if he is asked to do so.
D-Bakersfieldi would provide for
WILL COMMUNIST CHINA JOIN?
GENEVA (UPI o- The Sovet Union proposed today that Commun- 16 scholarships annually in each
ist China join the United States and Russia in trimming their armed assembly and senate district and
forces to 1.750.000 men each in a 12- to 18-month period to get dis- 200 at large.
The measure also repeals the
armament underway. Soviet delegate Valerian Zorin presented the
proposal in a three-stage Communist blueprint at the second session present 1964 termination date of
of the 10-power East-West disarmament conference and later read it the scholarship program and
to newsmen. It asked France and Britain to cut their armed forces changes the basis of annual awards
to scholars, making up to $900
to 650,000 each.
available in certain cases. The
NEGROES FINALLY WIN
Negroes hailed a major victory yesterday in their seven -week maximum award had been $600.
campaign against Southern racial barriers, even though 600 demonstrators were put behind bars in two Deep South states.
In San Antonio, the head of the city’s Council of Churches announced that one department store and a number of drug and variety
stores agreed to integrate their lunch counters rather than face the
possibility of Negro sitdown demonstrations.
At Winston-Salem, NC., half of the 120 faculty members of Wake
Forest College signed a petition urging the local F. W. Woolworth
Sweet’s to the sweet,
store to "serve all customers without reference to race." Store manager %
sportcoati to the
:§
sports! All young men of
Herman Warren signed trespass warrants against 22 demonstrators in
his store recently.
1.1 distinction take note. R/A
has THE selection of
QUIZ BRAIN BROKE
sportcoats in the brand
ST. LOUIS (UPD Teddy Nadler, the all-time champion money
winner of television quiz shows, will take a civil service test today in
new OLIVEtones for
hopes of landing a $13 a day job as a census taker, it was announced
Spring. And the cost is
ft,k
yesterday.
so low that you’ll be
"I’m broke," said the man with the memory that earned him ,
shocked, surprised
and pleased. They
$284,000 in the golden days of television quiz shows.
He blamed his financial situation on taxes, doctor bills and bad
are only 39.50 and
advice. Nadler will sit down with about 75 other applicants in the Air
49.50. Hurry, Sport!
National Guard installation at Lambert -St. Louis Airport and take
tests for vocabulary and map-reading ability.
Nadler relied on his photographic memory to rise to the top onl ROOS ATKINS
"The $64,000 Question" and "The $64.000 Challenge." The gravy train t,
First at Santa Clara j
was derailed when the quiz show scandals forced the show’s off the air.lkosossr.o:sx.;:.::.:.:os:::::;%::::::XZ
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Court’s Light Penalties
Don’t Discourage ’Crimes’
Student court makes a ludicrous showing almost every time
it levies a fine.
Although the court is a relatively powerful unit, and although it is thorough and sincere in its actions, it loses much of
its effect by imposing only menial punishment for the "serious
violations" like that of Delta Upsilon Tuesday.
For "non-representation at a student activities board organizational meeting held last semester," DU was fined a mere $10.
This was considered extra severe, because the fine ordinarily
is $5.
Apparently, the usual $5 penalty has in the past been considered adequate punishment for violations-not-so-serious.
If the offense is as serious as it was trumped up to be, the
fine ought to be equally serious. If the offense is not important.
let the fine rest at a few dollars.
As other organizations see the light punishment the DUs
receivedfor a ‘ serious violation" ,vetthere will be little
reason for them to avoid committing the same offenses.
One of the purposes of a judge’s punishment is to discourage the defendant and others from repeating the offense. If no
penaltyor almost no penaltyis imposed, there is no reason
to fear the court.
Proposed constitution changes will be revealed soon in a
series of Spartan Daily stories. We hope we can report some proposals that would make the court a less innocuous part of an
already virtually harmless student government.

Three members of the Art department faculty currently have
paintings on exhibition at the
Crocker gallery in Sacramento.
Nets back, assistant professor of art; Robert Collin, assistant professor of art; and Fred
Spratt, assistant professor of
art, are showing work at the
gallery.
The Irish can continue the celebration of St. Patrick’s Day by
attending the San Jose Light
Opera assn.’s presentation of
"Finian’s Rainbow" tomorrow
and Saturday night in Montgomery theater at the Civic auditorium. The light-hearted musical of Irish immigrants begins
at 8:15 each evening.
ta
Also at the Civic auditorium
Saturday will be a jazz program
featuring George Shearing and
his quintet and the Hi -Los vocal
group. The popular blind pianist
overcame his handicap to become one of the favorite record
and concert artists. The concert
begins at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are
on sale at the auditorium box
office.
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1640 West San Carlos

The Industrial Arts club will
hear Art Johnson, instructor In
the P.E. department, speak on
"Highlights of the 1960 Winter
Olympics" today at 11:30 a.m.
In IA147D.
All interested students are invited to attend.
Pianist Leonard Stein will be
featured at the third program of
the Composers Forum at 8:30
p.m. Friday in the Century Club
in San Francisco. The program
also will include soprano Catherine Gayer and Arthur Hoberman, flutist.
Thomas Eagan. assistant professor of music, will adjudicate a
band and orchestra festival at
Chico State college at Chico
Saturday. Elementary and secondary schools from northern California will compete in the festival.
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Is TELLING THE TRUTH
OLD FASHIONED...
for selling jewelry now .

?

... so many are using just "gimmicks"
... they MUST get results ... somehow!

s,

... but thanks to an ever i ncreasin g number of intelligent and
thrifty customers ... we believe
HONEST VALUES ... and the
quiet TRUTH will outlast the current "come-one" ... "phony discounts"... and "sensationalism"

Let YOUR gilt bear the name of a RESPECTED jeweler...
It WILL mean MORE
!
Convenient terms . . .
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I AM graduating in June.
Now this may not mean a heck of a lot to
you, but me-o-my how it creates excitement among
the administrative ranks!
You wouldn’t ever think anyone’d care a hang about little old
me graduating, would you? But there are quite a few people who
evidently have had little else on their mind lately.
You have to pay $2 to graduate. Naturally when I heard this I
demanded an explanation of where the $2 was going and how it was
to be distributed.
After causing quite a ruckus I discovered that my money goes
toward a diploma and a case for the diploma.
(I always thought the state would sort of ’throw in" my diploma
as a going-away present, but they are doing no such thing. They are
very cold-hearted about this graduation business, and sentimentality
does not enter in at all. $2 is $2.)
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Thrust and Parry

Letters to the editor on topics of
campus interest are welcomed from
students and faculty. Letters must be
signed with writer’s name and ASS
card or faculty card number and
must be no more then 250 words long.
Published letters will include writer’s
name and ASS or faculty card number.
Letters will be placed in Thrust and
Parry box in Spartan Daily,office or
mailed so that they art received by
I p.m. one day prior to publication.

Editorials Not
’Only’ Opinion
EDITOR: The editors are not
writing what is expected to be
the one and only correct, good,
moral, etc., opinion of important
topics. They merely reflect the
opinions of individuals or sometimes the staff of a college newspaper; are intended to bring attention to issues of current importance; succeed in stimulating
thought and perhaps causing the
development of opinions. In this,
I feel they are successful since
whichever side they should take,
the result is equally beneficial.
Any reader who takes them as
the gospel and particularly one
..who brandishes the swastika In
the face of anything contrary to
his liking is equally deserving
of contempt.
Further, the writer appears to
be living in a fantasy world
where "no man is inherently better than another." On this point,
I wonder if he has ever considered why some of us are making
$12,000 a year and others $4000;
why some of us can paint, write
and create while others can only
hammer and saw; why he has a
"B" grade average and his friend
only a "C."
Equality under law, yes, that
is why I live here, but equality
in ability is not to come until the
"Brave New World." The writer
might practice a little restraint
and allow his views to sober befoee condemning the fellowman
he loves so much.
WALTER SANDERS
ASH 14914

Students ’Advised’
On Job Interviews
EDITOR: Having joined thousands of other students on this
campus a few weeks ago in criticizing the U.S. Air Force because
of its publication of such pamphlets as "How to Mix Drinks in
an Officers’ Club," etc., imagine
my shocked surprise when I
found out the other day that our
Air Force has absolutely nothing
on San Jose State. I am referring to a booklet stocked by the
Placement office entitled, as I
remember, "Your Personal Interview."
Among the contents of thia
gem of illumination, for the benefit of those t4ho may not have
read It, are such cautions as
don’t cross your legs u title being
Interviewed as the intersiewer
Just might spot is hole in the sole
of your shoe, and do be sure to
EXCHANGE CHANGE
MEMPHIS, Tenn f I IP1) Mrs
Velma Duren, a cashier, opened
a roll supposedly containing 20
half dollars. Instead she found 18
50-cent pieces and a neatly folded
one dollar bill.
THE LONG IRELAND
NEW YORK (UPD - The Long
Island railroad will change its
name for one day this month. It
will be known as the Long Ireland
Railroad today in honor of St.
Patrick.

wash your hands Immediately after shaving that morning as the
Interviewer would not appreciate
having the smell of your aftershaving lotion rubbed off on him
during the handshake . . .
Although this school is not responsible for the publication of
this booklet, still the fact that
it is used here makes one wonder
If we have any regard at all for
that thing called "corn mon
sense." I have always believed
that college either vastly improved one’s common sense, or
at least affected it not at all;
I find it hard to believe that college is intended to destroy it.
I suggest that it is high time
we job-hunters started thinking
for ourselves.
JAMES NOBLE
ASB A7670

Writing Clinic Gives
Aid to All Students
The San Jose State College
Writing Clinic, established five
years ago to aid students with
writing problems, worked with 293
during last semester.
The clinic was initially set up to
assist upper division students with
writing problems, but it has now
expanded to include all students.
Students are either referred to
the clinic or realizing their own
particular problem, volunteer for
the program.
The English department, along
with many others, especially stress
the importance of work at the
clinic. The Engineering department holds a special session to
call to the attention of its instructors the availability of the
Writing Clinic.
According to Mrs. Lois Henderson, director of the clinic, foreign students have special difficulty in composition. Nearly 12
per cent of the enrollees have a
foreign language background.
Transfer students seem to have
the greatest difficulty with composition, clinic records show. Junior college transfers numbered 81
during the past semester.
The English department recommended 94 students to attend the
clinic last semester, the highest
number from one department. The
Business department recommended 12 and the Education department asked 11 students to seek
aid from the clinic.
The 293 enrollment included stu.
dents from 48 major fields, who
represented 21 departments.
There were 173 men students
and 120 women students among
the total enrollment
Harold W. Crouch, professor of
English, Mrs. Henderson and Miss
Dorothy Pritchard operate the
clinic, located in Building K, near
the Spartan Cafeteria.
The clinic opens at 8 a.m. and
continues, through the noon hour,
Until 3:30 p.m.
Mrs. Henderson emphasized that
students who feel they have a
writing problem need not wait to
he recommended; they ?nay volnn.
teen

ONE OF the many little games you have to play with the administration before you get to your diploma, includes a thing called the
"graduation interview."
It is a painless enough way to spend 15 minutes, I suppose, and
you do learn several new things.
For instance, I learned that contrary to what I had been believing for two years, I am not majoring in journalism at all. Also, I have
changed quite a little since I had my picture taken upon entering
San Jose State.
You are not forced, exactly, into filling out the 347 forms and
blanks which the Placement office gives yott, as part of the graduation game. But I imagine they have their own way of making It
mighty tough on those who do not cooperate.
I have before me a series of forms that are to be filled out by
several of my best friends, who are called "references."
UNDER ONE item, "Personality," the references must check off
whether I am "avoided by others," "tolerated by others," "liked by
others," "well-liked by others," "sought by others," or "no opportunity to observe" (by others).
I was hoping to see a "desired passionately by others" down
there, but there wasn’t any. If I were grading myself, I think I could
truthfully circle that "sought after by others."
Don’t you think I am sought after by others?
Under "Industry" my friends can either put down that I am
"lazy" (and if they check this one, it will be the last time they are
one of MY references!), "Indifferent," "Average application," "Industrious," "Unusually Energetic" (there I am), and then good, old "No
opportunity to observe."
I think anyone who has observed me at all would probably agree
I am "unusually energetic." Under "Initiative" we find "needs constant direction," "no originality," and three others, either of which
do not make me look very favorable.
There is a "Cooperation" section where I may be either a
"Trouble-maker," a person who "Causes slight friction" or "Indifferent." I think I will tell my references to just skip this one if
they will.

Musical Beans ’Dig’
Bach, Shun Silence

GOLFERS HONOR DOG
MALDON, England (1.:PI) Members of the Maldon Golf club
recently elected a spaniel dog
named Bobby to an honorary life
membership. During the ceremony
Bobby was credited with retries.
ing 500 lost golf balls last year.

Alcoa Subsidiary
Now accepting applications
for men
evening and Sat,
work in our personnel, service
service and sales depts. EXCELLENT PAY plus ALCOA
SCHOLARSHIPS. Must hare
car and phone. Apply window
E, Calif. Dept. of Employment,
1353 The Alameda, 7 p.m,
Thurs. nights. See Mr. Lem.

If once makes a hypothesis
and twice a theory, the third
must make it fact. The results
are be Bach has it over Como,
who has it over "Peewee" Hunt,
who has it over a Beatnik, who
apparently has it over anybody
without musical talent
He that increased’ knowledge increaseth sorrow.
Ecclesiastes.
LOW PRICE GRANDCHILDREN
LONDON (UPI) -- The Daily
Telegraph reported recently that
a financial consultant was asked
for advice by a man who wrote:
"1 am proposing to give shares
to me grandchildren whose nominal value is 12W) each."

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSIA
A.M. to 9 P.M.
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FLOWERS
BY WIRE

Somebody’s
Birthday?

"The experiment showed results
the very first day." she said.
"The soybean treated to the
symphonic music seemed to puffup bnmediately." At the end of
the experiment there was no
doubt; the sprout of the symphonic treated bean was by far
the longest
Next in order came the bean
exposed to popular tunes, then
ragtime, the bongo, and the fifth
little bean, with silence, all but
died on its damp base. The experiment was tried three times
with the same results.

ea
if+

"K" Club

VISTA, Calif. (UPI)A California high school girl is confident that music bath charms to soothe the savage beastand
grow soybeans.
Mary Lohr, 15, a Vista high school sophomore, has come up
with that amazing bit of information following a month-long
experiment for her science class.
For 30 days, Mary placed five beans, each within a jar, in
five separate rooms and exposed
them to symphonic arias, popular
numbers, ragtime ditties and
bongo beatswhile the fifth lit
tie bean got the silent treatment. The treatment lasted one
hour each day.

Where Servings Are Large
And Prices Are Right

545 S. 2nd. St. Hours 7

LONDON I UPI I World
Iasi.
ect tenor Jussi Bjoerling
suttee
a heart attack just
before eu
taut time Tuesday night
I,,..
went on to sing an entire
ope
before a deeply moved
audience
that included Queen
Mother Elizabeth.
Five minutes before the
per.
formance of Puccini’s "Ls no.
heme" was to begin, the
Swed.
ish-born Bjoerling, 49, was
fours
slumped In a chair in his
dress.
ing room.
"I simply cannot go on
am too ill . . . heart attack
, ,
get doctor . . ." he muttered
to
stage manager William
Bundy.
After receiving smite
lions, however, he did go on
to
complete his role in a booming
voice which one critic said
"recalled the golden days of
Caruso."
Bjoerling was still close:ling
his heart when the performance
ended and wept In relief as
the
Queen Mother led his listenen
in a standing ovation.

’01

Say it with
beautiful spring

FLOWERS
LOCAL DELIVERY OR
FLOWFP‘; BY -WIRE
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LOGICIAN’S CORNER
If Smith does not beat his wife, and has no friend called
Jones. who is a bachelor, then either there is not any equality
In the world or there is not any independenceor else, alliS
right with the world. But if there is independence in the world.
Smith beats his wife. If Smith has a bachelor friend. Jones,
or forgets to bring his wife flowers, then he does not beat his
wife. If he does not beat his wife, there is something wrong
with the world. If it is false both that Smith has no bachelor
friend called Jones and that he forgets to bring his wife
rowers, then it is also false that either nothing is wrong with
the world or there is equality in the world. But there Is
equality in the world. Does Smith bring flowers to his efts?
Is there any Independence?
AWSWEll Will,. DE GIVEN 14111E TN THE NEXT !WI. Tf you enHo
the
"toying" with problems like the above, why not drop into
Placement Office and pick ups booklet full of then? yell
retire.
Snd copies in the Litton Industries distribution bee A
tentative of the Electron Tube Division of Litton Industr
Will be on campus for interviews with E.E. and Pima
graduates on

FRIDAY, MARCH 18

U.

I ITTON INDUSTRIES
Electron Tubr. Division
San Carlo, California

March 17, 1960
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Ho DAN MATLOW
-Our team ix better balanced this year than in 1939 when
.in the California state college championships,"
se took second
aied Tom O’Neill, four-year veteran mentor of the splashers.
’t Tom Macedo is the most impressive stroker for the Spartans.
:jS has rewarded him With a trip to Dallas to compete In the
-nationals on March 24, 2a and 26. Coach O’Neill will accompany
ilacedo on the trip.
Ile il1 compete in the 100 and
against some Ices of gymnast Bob Heywood
^00 yard backstroke
and
country. Chuck Gayle Pinckney. Heywood is presOf the best in the
of
SouthUniversity
the
of
ently in Pennsylvania competing
Bittick
and American rec- for the national gymnastic crown
ern California
InMcKinney
of
Frank
in his pet event, the trampoline.
ord holder
It is not hard to see where Heydiana highlight the field.
wood picks up many of his top
Hared finished second to Mc- dives.
He just doesn’t bounce from
Kinsey in last year’s AAU finals the
water like on the trampoline
at tale. If Macedo does well at and the feeling probably isn’t
Southern tlethodbit (Dallas) he much
different.
may press his fortunes to the
The remainder of the team is
All finals the following week performing in much of a
mediocre
again held at Yale university.
manner and Coach O’Neill feels
Bob Wegman and Ross Berry that they have done nothing to
sere denied the finances of going set the school on fire yet this
to the nationals. The athletic de- season.
"To capture the first place
partment is very much in the red
and cannot afford to send the crown in the state cluunplon*WM, we are going to have a
other two swimmers.
Wegman backs up Macedo in the lot of work ahead of us In the
backstroke and also swims the coming weeks. We can’t win the
200 yard individual m ed Icy. crown on the strength of three
or four men," said O’Neill.
Against Fresno state Tuesday. MaIn so many words, O’Neill has
coda set a school record of 2:13.9
for the medley. Wegman came issued a challenge to his team to
within a tenth of a second in last either work harder and improve
or the reward of first place will
week’s meet.
Berry is featured in the 220 and go to some school who has the
440. As a frosh in 1959, he broke drive to utilize its talent.
the varsity records and this year
has continued to eclipse his 1959
records
But the Raiders have become
weak in both the 50 and 100 yard
Tints. So Coach O’Neill feels that
the bad has been equalled with the
gain in the middle distance.
"Berry is the best middle dintore swimmer I’ve had in my
lour years as coach," praised the
former dising whiz O’Neill

Swimmers Wallop
Bulldogs, 68 to 25;
Frosh Finmen Win

With 10 u’. in in 11 esent, the
San Jose swim team, coached by
Tom O’Neill, splashed to an easy
68-25 win over Fresno State in
In the diving department, the the Spartan pool Tuesday.
cpartans are blessed with the servThe Spartan mermen will encounter Cal’s Bears Friday in the
Berkeley pool and should be in for
a rougher battle than the one put
up by the Bulldogs.
Tom Macedo, the Spartans’ 1958
backstroke champion set two new
standards for the swimmers when
he posted a speedy :58.4 in his 100yard leg of the medley relay and
came back with a 2:13.9 in the inregory
Peck
dividual medley.
The frosh watermen also posted
also
an impressive win, whipping Menlo-Atherton high, 59-36.

Chive SLATE
MAYTA I R
ON THE BEACH

10th Jnninf

Flimsy Forecast
For ’60 Bosox
By Nit K PETERS
(This is the first in series of 16 articles dealing with the prospects of
the 1960 major league baseball teems
by Spartan Daily sportswriters Gary
Palmer and Nick Peters. Tomorrow
the Kansas City Athletics.)
A pain its the neck, a big gap
in the lineup, and a ridiculous
last-minute trade are the major
reasons for predicting a lowly
finish for the 1960 Boston Red
Sox.
The neck trouble, whicls belongs to Boston in general and to
Ted Williams in particular, is a
great cause for concern in the
Sox’ Scottsdale, Ariz., camp.
If Williams. the greatest hitter
In modern baseball, can shake that
bothersome kink in his neck and
rid himself of a perennial virus.
the Sox will certainly welcome his
proficiency at the plate.
Undoubtedly the "Thumper’s"
pride slipped along with his average last year, as he hit only .255
after leading the American League
in 1957 and 1958 with .388 and
.328, respectively, and had previously never gone below .303 in big
time competition.
THE BIG GAP in the Boston
lineup has been caused by the unexpected retirement of "Golden
Boy" Jackie Jensen, who, during
the past six years with the Bows,
established himself as one of the
league’s foremost sluggers.
In that six -year span he drove
in more runs than any other player
during that period, averaging over
110 per year while taking the RBI
title in 1958 and 1959 and being
honored as the AL’s Most Valuable Player in ’58.
THE THIRD ASPECT which
paints a cloudy 1960 Red Sox picture has to do with a seemingly
boneheaded barter masterminded
by the Beantown brass yesterday.
In that one the Sox traded away
catcher Sammy White. a .286 sticker in ’59 and considered one of
the loop’s finest receivers, to
Cleveland for backstop Russ Nixon. whose only apparent asset over
White is a considerably younger
age.
The Sox didn’t stop at that,
though, as they also threw utility
slugger Jim Marshall in the gift
package to make the Indians a
definite 1960 pennant threat.

AS IT STANDS the Sox have
only two really healthy and capable performers, third baseman
Frank Malzone, the league’s best
at the hot corner, and good hitting all-around player Pete Runnels.
The other positions are up for
grate: with Ron Jackson and s Carol ElaI!erWalter Slazak
Vie Wertz staging a battle t
Dinner Lauds
first base, Pumpsle Green and Don
Buddin vying for shortstop, and
EL RANCHO
ronjcie sensation Carl Vastrzemski
’OPERATION PETTICOAT’
attempting to oust. Runnels from
Conn:
Outstanding athletes from Santa ; the keystone sack.
’NAPPY ANNIVERSARr
Clara county were honored TuesVastrzemsid, the $100.000 bonday night at the Hawaiian Gar- us baby A1 lin hatted .377 in Class
dens by the San Jose Junior cham- B ball on his first pro try, apber of Commerce sand the (’It)’ rat pear: to be the first Sox player
TOWNE THEATER
San Jose.
In eight v ear% to .11101Iry owner
The selected athletes were ins it. Tom Vankev’s Ranking pavola
"CRANES ARE FLYING"
eel to atteind a "Banquet of (*ham. program.
Fe.:..el Winner
pions."
Yawkey has repeatProminent athletes its-111,1(A Ray
"UP THE CREEK"
Norton, former SJS splinter, who edly shelled out an armored earis recognized as the world’s fast- full of revenue in search of playest human; Chris von Salia, Amer- ers to past the Sox on a stature
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN ica’s
greatest woman swimmer. and whirls they enjoyed its the Forties.
San Jose State’s NCAA boxing hut his efforts consistently have
"ON THE BEACH"
champions Nick Akana and Ron been in vain as he has created several wealthy young men, hut has
Nichols.
1001 ARABIAN NIGHTS".
i Bud Winter, Julie Menendez and failed to produce a top-flight Por
George Haines, the three Olympic former.
Should Yastrzemski (Gestital
, Games coaches were also honored
heft!), the exhibition game hen,.
over
by
presided
program
the
in
GAY THEATER
Art Rosenhaam of the San Fran- thus far, pan out, Runnels as uI
probably play some first base.
Chronirle.
.asca
WOMAN LIKE SATANAll the honored champions were
A VOUTII MOVEMENT will LI
, given Certifleate.s of Appreciation.
rapture the limos quit field. tait the
-"DIABOLIQUE"
Sox picked 1/11 ex -Giant Bold’s
COME ON HOME
FORT WORTH, Tex. (UM -- Thomann tor that necessary
Frank Heflin is confident the pro- soning.
Pitching has the potential, hut
perty stolen from him recently
years
eventually will be returned. The it’s had it for the past few
’ thieves took 20 homing pigeons. 2nly to fall apart against the contenders. Ike Delock appears the
surest het on the mound.
Newcomer Tom Sturdivant and
Dave Hillman should help the staff
and if potential winners Frank ’
Milliken, Tom Brewer, Ted Boss field, Jerry Casale, arid Bill mon.
3,11Utr"i
boquelte can come Bin-High, the
Beantowners could have a formidable moss nil crew.
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FOREMOST -GOLDEN STATE

WHITNEY REED

Tennis Player of the Week
National Infer.
l--impion, was
/ Tennis Coach Ams
,
tonnis player .of
Our compliments to
W -!!5-00y f",r
hi: fire play.

FOREMOST
GOLDEN STATE
COMPANY
400 N. First
San Jose

NEVERTHELESS, there are. too
many "ifs" and should the Sox
expect to climb in the standings it
would take a lot more than is expected from this fair-lo-middlits’
group of professionals.
However, the Los Angeles ’kale era pulled the’ unexpected in ’59
so there’s no reason why the good
folks in Back Bay can’t wait and
hope.

Gy mna sts Vie at Penn State
By GARY PALMER
Coach Bill Gustafson and three
of his top gymnasts enplaned for
Penn State university at 12:45 a.m.
today to compete in the national
collegiate gymnastic meet Friday
and Saturday on the Nittany Lions’
campus.
Keith Gouger, Ted Bogios and
Bob Haywood will represent the
Spartans in Gustafson’s bid to finish among the first ten. "There’s
a chance we could grab a top position, but the competition is really
tough and we’re lacking in depth,"
Gustafson said.

Gouger, a ho has excelled for
State In free exercise and hunbiMg, tied for first place in the
Pacific Intercollegiate% with Bill
Crow of Washington, and has
chase added ses end more routines to hiss tumbling repertoire.
"Keith has been working real
hard, but to be perfectly honest,
will have to go some to win it,"
Gustafson said.
"He’s at a disadvantage," added
the Spartan coach, "because it’s
his first national meet and he doesn’t have the reputation of guys like
Cal’s Art Shurlock to back him."
Gouger has teen striving for

Holmquist Wins First

Four-Hitter Brings
State League Lead
Ho \11.K PETERS
Behind the crafty right handed slants of hurler Jon Holmquist, who tossed a nifty four-hitter, roads Ed Sobczak’s Spartan
varsity time edged USE. 2-1, on the loser’s Ulrich field yesterday
afternoon to take over first place in the WCAC and win its fourth
straight diamond encounter.
Returning to San Francisco today, SJS will tackle a mediocre
S.F. state squad 1111 the Gator ball field with portsider Larry Williams (1-2) getting the starting.
nod.
In edging USE for the second
time in six days, the Spartans
found the servings of Don ace Bill
Enos to their liking in collecting
twa one -run triumphs to definitely
establish themselves as contenders for the 1960 WCAC flag and a
possible NCAA at-large berth.
Holmquist, who had lost his
first two decisions despite pitchPhi Sigma Kappa outlasted
ing adequately, submaitined his
team -leading ERA to a phenom- Theta Chi 42-37 Tuesday night
enal 1.47 with his nine stanzas of to take over first place in the
work, as no runs in the contest fraternity intramural league.
were earned.
Jerry Wheeler, with 16 points,
USF (0-2), now a pair of games and Steve Harris with 13, paced
behind the Spartans (6-4), who the winners.
are 3-1 in league play, drew first
Theta Xi, aided by the fine play
blood with a first inning score.
of Ned Trahecl, defeated Lambda
From then on it was goose eggs Chi Alpha 34-24. Sigma Phi Epsifor the Dons, as Holmquist, who lon scored a 39-32 win over destruck -out nine, did some effective fending champions Pi Kappa Alpha.
The locals equalized it in the
In other league action Sigma Alfourth, as Jim Pusateri singled pha Epsilon defeated Sigma Nu 47and moved around to third when 41. Doug Williams scored 22 points
his stolen base turned into a for the winners.
catcher’s error. Augie Scornaienchi. who keeps rapping the hide,
LEAGUE STANDINGS
tallied Pusateli with a sacrifice
Won-Lost GB
fly to left.
7-0
Phi Sigma Kappa
In the fifth, Inderbitzen scored Theta Chi
6-1
the decider by belting a single. not Sims pia
6-i
stealing second, dashing to third swiss Alpha Epsilon 5-1
on a had throw, and coming home pl Kappa Alpha
:1
4-3
on John Jurivich’s fielder’s choice Sigma Chi
3-3
hopper.
3-5
Alpha TM/ Omega
sigma Alpha Epsilon 3-1
2-5
tileta Xi
,ignia Nu
1-6
1-6
Delta Upsilon
San Jose’s frosh tennis team wa,r,
0-7
lambda Chi Alpha
its fifth straight yesterday, 5-2.,
hut not before receiving a scare!
TOP SCORERS
from surprising San Mateo college.’
Bergman. PIKA-83
St illson Judah and Gordy Stroud
Dunbar, Sigma No-77
both swept quick singles matches.
Wheeler. Phi Sigs-64
for the Spartans. bet Jeff Davis
Traleed, Theta Xi-65
and Dave Butler were beaten to
Bowman, Theta Ch1-61
even it. up. Ken Bone then won
Williams, SAE-64
the final singles match.
Cheats*. Phi SIgs--60
Jiirlah and Davis teamed to
nse---an
shut out the San Mateans in
leeterson. Sig Ees---54
straight sets in the No. 1 doubles
Murphy, Theta (’hi’,6
tnatch to sew it, up for Botch Kri- - - korian’s yearlings and Stroud and
e,4.4,1 +6e finest
S’"4.4 Butler iced the cake with a three
,
RAI FIGH BICYCLES. Ake
set win.
"1 ROBIN HOOD BICYCLES.
Sales and Service At
PATRONIZE

Wheeler’s 16
Paces PSK’s
Win Over IC

Frosh Netters Win

perfection on a double backs.. aid
somersault, one of gymnastic’s!
I
most difficult feats, but is nut sure
whether he’ll use it or nut.
According to Ginstafown, only
five or six attempted it in last
year’s finals. "It’s a dangerous
stunt, and a slip could mean a ’
broken neck," he cautioned.
Haywood and liogius who placed I
second and third respectively on
the trampoline in the PCI’s won’t
have to contend v.ith Arizona
State’s Harvey Plante, winner of
the event in the coast tourney.
Plante. the national AM.’ chum -

pion Is on athletic probation, along
with the rest of the Tempe athletes, and is therefore ineligible
for the NCAA championships.
Iowa’s Larry Snyder. who finished second to Michigan’s Ed Cole
in last year’s meet will be a strong
contender for the trampoline title,
having just won the Big Ten crown
on the high bouncer.
"Either of our boys could conceivably win it," said Gustafson,
"but if you’re nut perfect, someone
else will be, and one slip might be
the difference between a first and
a fifth place finish."

Can Frosh Tracksters
Match Marks of 1959?
resliman track coach Bert lionaniiii IL, tiip ir,ick wain tor
1960, but fans are is soldering if it can match the No. I ranking
of the 1959 team.
doesn’t base tile depth hot it has several
The 1960 edit’
outstanding performers who are reeord-grabbers from the
word go.
The celebrated sprinter from
In Person
Omaglwmi.
Jbnmie
Nigeria,
heads the list with a :9.4 clock big In the century.
Bonanno has coralled the talent.
of Dave Dunbar, the No. 1 880
QUINTET
prepper in 1959. He has already
bettered the froth mark of 1:1:: o
Co-captain Bruce Ryner is a
prise in this event and is continuSAN JOSE CIVIC AUD.
ally giving the established Dunbar
SAT. EVE. MARCH 19 at 8:30
competition.
Dan Studney. from New Jerse
has thrown the javelin over 210
feet and was rated the fourth beat
heaver in the country last year.
Another easterner, Ron Da \ is
Big Discounts on
has looked exceptionally well in
Gasoline!
He
meets.
the mile in his first
broke the frosh record last week
Motor Oil
with a time of 4:20.6.
brands 38c gf.
All
A future hop-step-jump great
may lw in Bonanno’s hands.
Cigarettes 22e pk.
Briar Turnbull has 41 47’ I,"
jump to his credit. which Is better than any Spartan has ever
done. The Sumner, Wash., lad
also pole vaults 13’ 7".
2ND and WILLIAM
Barry Rothman. a strapping
6’ 5", 250-pounder from Capuchin()
PATRONIZE
high school in San Bruno, flings
the discus. He was rated N
OUR ADVERTISERS
the country in ’59.
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PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ENGINEERING & SCIENCE GRADUATES

Applied Research Laboratories, Inc.
,

;
;
ri
LA
Instruments for Spectrochemical Analysis

CHALLENGING ASSIGNMENTS
OPPORTUNITY FOR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
SMALL COMPANY ATMOSPHERE
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Opportunities at Glendale, California:
BS -EE and ME for Design and Production Engineering
Physics Majors for Development Engineering
Also, in the Middle West and East:
Any of the above or Chemistry majors for Sales -Service
Engineering (with travel requirements).
SorryNo temporary summer work available.
REGISTER WITH YOUR PLACEMENT BUREAU FOR

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
MARCH 22, 1960
or you may write us direct at
P.O. Box 1710, Glendale 5, California
Attention: C. F. Hartman, Personnel Director
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Absent-minded Professor
Not so absent-minded when you get
right down to it. He remembered the
most important itemthe Coke! Yes.
people will forgive you almost anything
if you just remember to bring along
their favorite sparkling drinkice-cold
Coca-Cola. Do have another, professor!
BE REALLY REFRESHED
8691.4 under otieloIty of This Coco -Colo Conveony by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
OF SAN JOSE
1555 BAYSHORE HIGHWAY
CYptc N 3 7812
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Aftermath of an Ordeal

Thursday. 5farch 17, 1900

Spartan Chi
Week
First Spring Alumni
To Join Meet
Way
Under
Activity Plans
Next Month

Plans for the college’.
nual Spring Alumni week, May 3-7,
are now under way on campus
through the joint efforts of the
college administration and the SJS
Alumni assn.
E. F. DeVilbiss, president of the
Spartan Alumni assn., said many
college departments and special
groups will be holding alumni reunions during the week which will
begin with the college’s observance
, on May 3.
of Fo!,!.’-.

the semester. These
include the Black Masque Alumnae
Spartan Chi members will gabanquet on Juee 4 and the Wom- ther with Chinese collegians of
en’s P.E. Alumnae luncheon on the Pacifiecoust. April 8 to 10, at
May 2I
the University of California campus for the 16th annual Chinese
Students Intercollegiate organization conference.
Representing the Spartan Chl In
beauty contest part of the
Plthe
three-day program will be Jeanette .1a, SJS freshman student.
Other members of the organization
will be delegates to the conference.
"The Contribution of Our Heritage" is this year’s theme. Purpose
Um, orsity of Cain t/111,:t l’ecent ly
of the CSIO conference is outlined
opened its multimillion dollar resiin five points: to preserve the Chidence halls, it was noticed that the
nese heritage, to demonstrate the
glass -faced dormitories resembled
benefits of higher education topregiant chess boards.
pare the Chinese-American for reEhrman hall, occupied by men
sponsible membership in the comstudents, directly faced Davidson
munity, to strengthen and perpethall, occupied by women.
uate Chinese ideas contributing to
One day, four-foot high cardthe welfare of our society, to proboard chessmen were hung in winmote the advancement of social
dows in the dormitories and a longunderstanding and intellectual atrange game got under way. One
more was made after each meal. tainments.
Competition and recreation In
Moncizzy, Davidson Hall’s white
athletic events are slated throughking was backed into a corner winthe conference. Tennis, bowldow on the eighth floor of the out
ing and basketball will supplement
girl’s dormitory - checkmated by
social and discussion type acthe black queen, a rook and two. the
tivities.
pawns of Ehrman Hall.

UC Student
ay Chess
On Windows

G(is ERS:ttit TO SPEAK
The Founder’s Day committee.
headed by Dean Joe IL West, has
invited Gov. Gaylord Nelson of
Wisconsin to be guest speaker for
a program planned for the morning
of May 3 in the Inner Quad. Governor Nelson, n 1939 graduate of
the college, will be awarded an
honorary M.A. degree.
Several department open houses
will be held during the week, but
the major alumni activities will be
on Saturday, May 7. DeVilbiss said
the present plans for the week now
include:
Journalism Alumni dinner, 6
p.m.. May 7 at the Red Barn in
San Jose; Industrial Arts building
dedication ceremony and Industrial
Arts Alumni Reunion banquet,
Spartan cafeteria, May 7; EngiThe girls admitted defeat by
neering conference and Alumni Re- lopping off the head of the white
union banquet, Spartan cafeteria. king.
May 7.
GRADS TO MEET
Golden Grad luncheon (alumni
who have been graduated from the
college 50 or more years), Spartan
cafeteria, May 7.
Class of 1935 reunion luncheon.
.
adminSpartan cafeteria, May 7. Repre- stratoe assistant for the National
sentatives of the 1935 class will! Lutheran council’s college and unidedicate a plaque honoring the late: versity work, will talk on "The
Dr. James DeVoss, a former dean Word and the World" tonight at
of the college.
7:15 at the Lutheran Student assn.
Police alumni reunion dinner, meeting in the Christian center.
7.
May
Village,
Lou’s
Miss Christenson. a graduate of
S pr in g football intra-squad the University of California at Ber7.
May
stadium.
Spartan
game.
keley in psychology, has been camDeVilbiss said ot her alumni , pus counsellor at Iowa State unirespecial
holding
groups will be
versity. the University of Wisconsin and Syracuse university. She
also has done graduate work in
theology at Maywood seminary in
Chicago.
A 6:15 p.m. dinner for 50 cents
The newly-formed Arab-Ameritalk. Refreshcan students assn, will meet Mon- will precede the
ments will be served after the
(lay at 5:30 p.m. in E105.
Officers are Muttasim Minkara. meet Inc.
president; Edward Metica, vi,.
president; Sarnia Shaour, seentary; and Abdulrahaman
naim, treasurer. E. S. Carmick
the engineering faculty is the club’
adviser.
Membership is open to students
A $3 million fund request for
interested in understanding and
improving Arab-American rela- three U.C. campuses, one proposed
just 10 miles from San Jose State,
1 rrns.
will go to the legislature soon. The
request was approved by the as Welfare Worker
sembly ways and means committee
Tuesday.
The other two campuses are
A smf I nreniter from The Santa planned for San Diego and Orange
Clara county welfare department counties.
will speak at a meeting of the SoBut the approval for the request
cial Work club at 7:30 p.m. today had strings attached. The resoluin H404.
tion provides that the money
Mrs. Mona Sedky, a case analyst
for the welfare department, W.; C
explain her work at the meeting.

arge. They left today for New York and two
weeks of relaxation after spending two days in
a luxurious San Francisco motel. Greeting them
is Anatol’ Dardashev (c), second secretary of
Russian Embassy, Wash., D.C.

Russian Sailor Tells of Sea Ordeal

EDITOR’S NOTE: Pvt, Ivan Fee:lc:Joy,
one of four Russian tailors who drifted
49 days on the Pacific ocean, has
acted as unofficial spokesman for the
men since their rescue by the aircraft
carrier USS Kearsarge. The following
is his story of one of the longest sea
ordeals in history.
non-comwere
My companions
*
*
*
missioned officer Victor Ziganshin,
Krushkovskiy, 20, and Philip Pop22 and motor machinists Anatoli
lavskiy, 20.
- - When we were first adrift, we
thought we would be picked up
right away. As time passed we
realized the danger we were in and
the possibility of death made us
eager to stay alive.
DAYS PASS QUICKLY
The days went by quickly as
our time was occupied from sunup to sunset fishing, cooking, singing, and reading.
We sighted three ships and waved and shouted at them hoping
they’d see us.
THINKS OF WIFE
I thought of my wife and family
often and this made me more determined to see them again and
gave me strength.
We boiled our shoe laces for
food. It didn’t help much, but they
SAN FRANCISCO tl..T11. -Although none of us ever lost hope
that we would finally be rescued,
my experience has made me realize how good it is to be alive.
I think, if anything, our spirits
went up as the days passed.

Billy Graham in Africa

Campus Counsellor
To Talk on Gospel

Arab -American
Students To Meet

HERE FOR VACATION?-Four Russian soldiers
who survived a 49 -day ordeal in the South Pacific on a disabled landing craft are shown arriving in San Francisco from the Carrier Kears-

LEBANON
eimtinental Restaurant
LEBANESE, MEXICAN and
AMERICAN FOODS
SHISH KA-BAB
Call CV 5.9519 for reservations.
We cater to banquets, priv. parties.
Special Rates to Organizations
1098 E. Santa Slara
open daily II am-10p.m. escept. Tues.
_

riminal Lawyer
To Speak Again

Mark Cali, San Jose attorney
speaks today on the "Case for
Capital Punishment" at Wesley
foundation’s 12:30 p.m. luncheon
at 205 E. Santa Clara.
The criminal lawyer spoke on
the same subject to a capacity.
filled audience two weeks ago.
Students may bring lunches to
the lecture,

AMERICAN EVANGELIST-Billy Graham executes a courtly bow
as he meets Coptic Patriarch Anba Kyrolles in Cairo. Dr. !Ibrahim Said, Presbyterian minister, is in the center. Graham is engaged in a religious tour of nations in Africa.

granted can be spent only upon
the executive order of the state director of finance, after he reaches
agreement with the governor and
the U.C. regents.
Director of Finance John Carr
already has declared himself as
"flatly opposed" to new campus
site expenditures at this time.

The U.C. branch proposed in this
area would be built at Almaden,
10 miles southwest of San Jose.
Regents gave that area as their
first choice for the central coast
university campus.

Alpha Beta Alpha
Gives Tea Today
Alpha Beta Alpha, librarianship
fraternity, will have a pledge tea
for librarianship majors and minors today at 3 p.m. in the cafeteria
faculty dining room.
All majors and minors who are
Interested in becoming members
of the organization are invited to
attend, according to Pres. Donald
McDonald.

Private and dbl. rms. I , .
$35-$37.50. 643 5. bin.

To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hell
No Phone Orders

Apt, and houses for rent. Call Spartan
Se,viee. CY 7.8877 or CV 7.8713,

ithing

Nooses for Reef

SIMILIMAKIIPAIMAIMM

Modern 3-rm. 1,rn. apt. xvni. April lit.
Lost and Pound
$80. couple p,ef. Apply Marlowe Apts.
AX 6 9380.
331.
6’h or ohone
Found -Ankle bracelet. Cr, at Student
Afilirt
-ess Office. TH 16 & Idantify We have 1.3 room
an’, for a married
3
is. 453 S. S’h.
Troespertetton Wonted

st.

Shore Rentals
For 9:30 class or back home after 10:30.
P
anyplace on Beyshore south of
Male student to shire quiet apt. in WI
Pndwood C,ty. 50c. EM 8-1292.
Inn, Glen. CV 2-7406.
Ride South for 2 this weekend. CV 3.
to share $30 per month utilities paid
25/7 after 530 p.m.
AN 9-3733.
Room for Wit
Girl needed to share apt. with pool on
blk. to campus 10th Sr. Cr 33212.
Men-Sgl. or Dbl.
pd. home. quiet. 62 N. 7th. CV 5-7355.
Athos Pier Sale
$17.1t0 rno. em. for men students near
1941 Ford 2-dr. newly reb,,ilt engine.
SJS. kit. wash. CV 2 1327.
$125. CV 3.9978. Ask for Dean,
Mins College Houst 47 S. 8th. Furn.
rms., kit.. linen, weshor, phone, piano, ’59 Austin Healy std. 4 -seater. Per f.
cond. $2600 AN 4-5437.
cleaning service. $28.

Know that old chestnut about
the absent-minded professor who
walked into the wrong class by
mistake?
Well, it was no joke to Dr. Burton R. Brazil, associate professor
of political science, who hypnotically marched into Dr. John Ballard’s 9:30 a.m, state government
class yesterday, after missing his
own 8:30 municipal government
class an hour earlier, and began
his lecture.
Facing a sea of strange faces,
Dr. Brazil, nonplussed, started as
usual: "I think I left you hanging
on a cliff on Monday . . ."
Just then an alert student,
sensing the professor’s mix-up,
blurted out. "Say, are you sure
you’re in the right class?"
Dr. Brazil, always a calm man
In the face of disaster, looked out
at the class again, then up at the
clock, and remarked casually, "I
thought you didn’t look very familiar." Ile closed his notes, shrank
down to mouse -size then promptly turned and left.
Instantly commented Dr. Ballard, assistant professor of political
science, "No one got more of a
kick out of that than he did."

NOTE: Interviews are held in the
Placement office, Adm234. Appointment lists are put out in advance of
the interview and students are requested to sign up early.
TODAY
Weyerhaeuser co., L.gineers.
wc,da.
ma, ’’
Shell Chemical Co.,

Shell Oil co,

Winter Olympics
LA. Club Topic
Arthur S. Johnson, assistant professor of physical education, will
speak at the Industrial Arts club
meeting today at 11:30 p.m. in
IA147A.
Mr. Johnson’s speech topic will
be "Behind the scenes at the
Eighth Winter Olympics." Mr.
Johnson covered the Olympics as
a press representative.
Refreshments will be served and
the club invites all interested people to attend the meeting.

Southern California Edison co., L
Angeles. Civil, electrical and mechani,
engineering graduates.
Coro Foundation, San Francisco. In.
ten--,In’n in public affairs. Ni, restrictions
as
field of study.
TOMORROW
Litton Industries, San Carlos.
wave
Electrical e"

IRENE’S

LOSES SHELL GAME
BRISTOW, Okla. (UPI I -Willie
Printing
Garfield was convicted of grand
larceny and sent to the state pen’.
100 Wedding Invitations, $12.50. ’Thank
you’ notes free. AL 29191. Days, eyes. tentiary for stealing pecans from
a Bristow mill.

Lowest ,Gas Prices
ETHYL -103+ OCTANE
REG.-90+ C..2TANE
Cigaretia., i?c
All Major

2Iro STATIONS

4th & William -6th & Keyes
10TH AND TAYLQP

THE BURGER HOUSE
Radicals and Conservatives agree:
"Nourishment is essential for the
maintainence of all 1)fe forms." Tasty
nourishment, in the form of a Burger.
To -Go is yours for only 24e. Hof
coffee too.
Come in soon

388 E. SANTA CLARA

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE’S

Sr. Pairick, 2.y
Luck of the

SALE
San Jose State

Hooded Sweatshirts

’2"
19’
5’

Reg. $3.75

Spartaguide

1957 Welocor Musicale 3 mitt’s, die. sty.
las 3 -speed. Make offer. CY 2.9087.

This year s Saw’s’
begin on May 15 with Week" nil
the aratu4
"Adobe Day" pienie
at
Creek and will end with Adoh
lot’ ball on Saturday, maythe ssn
21, a
the Village in San
Francisco, be
cording to Robert Eastman,
senio,
class president.
Plans for the affairs
were dit
cussed at a recent meeting
of th
senior class council.
Entertainment for the
ball will be provided by Senia
the Did
Itheinhart bands Which
will pia]
on both floors of the
night
One level will be ballroom club
mush
and the other Dixieland.
A
fast will follow the ball. break
By selling bids to
the
students may earn a free danci
one, us
cording to Eastman. After
15 bid!
are sold the seller will be
allowed
to keep one for himself.
Tickets may be purchased
zit
student affairs business
office
- --HOT CAR
TAMALPAIS VALLEY,
(UPI) -- Firemen exiingui,l,
blaze in an automobile,
covered the owner’s name
J. Hott.

While they last!

Contra Costa County fill.’
oarsmen.. Mtk.
iness
J
Deputy probation offi,..
aurtetrainee, social worker.
SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
TODAY
Norwalk ehementary school district.
59 Corvette 4 -speed rrInt. putc!ract.urt
TOMORROW
I. Cif 5.7250.
Washington Union high school district.
Fremont. Openings in all fields.
’59 TR3 damaged rear fender, otherwise
very clanmiles, wire whlt htr.
,
Los Gatos elementary school dist,i’t
rre
tonneau. $230 for aqui.), and assume TODAY
Cipertino elementary sot.- t
$61.59 mo. or $1632 payoff. 30 Willow
Alpha Beta Alpha meeting, cafeteria
St. CV 5-7134.
3 p r".
Flying Twenty, inc., meeting, CH226
’55 Chen. VI, 2-dr. pleat and rola. Extras
7-3) re.
659 S. 9th, No. 13 after 7 p.m.
Humanities club, SI42, 8 p.m., film
1958 Borgwerd IS. Pe-’:n;r,o seats. Econ.
-Israel the Nov’ Ten Years.- admissicri
sharp. 137 N. I 7‘h St. af.er 4 p.m.
SHIRTS
25 certs.
Faculty member has 1956 Packard car
DRY CLEANING
Sigma Mu Tau, meeting, 5305, 1:30
for sale. P,,^e FL 4.6027 after 6 p.m,
WASH
& DRY
Cr CY 7-9688 between 9 & 5. Best offer,
Spartan Twirlers (loll dence group).
15 Austin Healy Spdstr. P&H vew, safe- mee,rig and dancing. WS22, 7:30 p.m.
ty belts. $1400. Call CL 1.2757.
Unitarian -Liberal Religious students.
Drive -In
’51 TRI Tonneau, wire wheels, a real buy meeting Lt,itarien cht,rch, 7:30 p.m.
Lanudry
for $1700. CV 25073 after 8 p.m.
Young Republicans, ’nesting. TH21,
7.30 p.m.
NIseelloseees for Selo

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25o a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

were bet ter than nothing. The hunger became almost unbearable.
We never fought or quarreled.
We were good buddies before the
voyage and I doubt that I’ll ever
Ii::.,’ closer friends in my life.

KOED Log
KOED, campus closedcircuit radio
station will broadcast the following programs today in SD117 and the College
Union, 315 S. Ninth st.
12:30-1 p.m.-Musical interludes.
1 -1:05-Spartan sports parade.
1:05-1:25-One o’clock jump.
1:25-1:30-KOED headline news.
1:30-Sign -off.

Request for Three Lk Sites ’Prof One Hour Late
To Be Sent to Legislature I To Class-Whoops-- Job Interviews
_
Colleague ’ s Class’

To Address Club

’Adobe Day
, Will Launch
Senior Week

Sonia

C/Gro
Unior7 76’

5,40.

Scratch Pads
Standard Size-Reg 25c
Legal Size--Reg. 33c

SALE

Pencils

2 for

BINDERS
301/2 to 60% OFF
f a MOUS

M ,1 k

CONVERTO-BINDER
r,l()LITE by Ff Idro
Reg. to $7.95

SALE

4"

Other Quality Binders
Regular 3.50 to $2.95

SALE

98

Plus Other Valuable
School Supplies

FREE
St. Patrick’s Day Ribbon
for the wearin’ of the Green
Ask the cashier for your ribbon.

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"Right on Campus"
(You’ll See Charley there, too)

